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Works /Novella's UR was written exclusively for the Amazon Kindle platform, and became available for download on February 12, 2009. An audiobook edition was released on February 16, 2010 by Simon &amp; Schuster Audio and UR was collected in the 2015 collection The Bazaar of Bad Dreams, heavily revised. After a nasty breakup, lovelorn college
English instructor Wesley Smith doesn't seem to be able to get his ex-girlfriend parting shot out of his head: Why can't you just read the computer like the rest of us? Egged on by her question and piqued by a student's proposal, Wesley places an order on Amazon.com's Kindle eReader. The [pink?] device that arrives in a box stamped with the smiling logo –
via a day delivery that he hadn't requested – unlocks a literary world that even the most eager book lovers could never imagine. I don't know that I've ever longed for something as scary as Wesley's pink Kindle. A mad certainty had arisen in his mind: a hand - or perhaps a claw - would swim up from the grayness of Kindle's screen, grab him by the throat and
snatch him in. Imagine a world ten years in the past. Electronic books and e-readers are just starting to take the world by storm. Wesley Smith is a college English literature professor who, after a nasty breakup partly over his distaste for I don't know that I've ever longed for something as scary as Wesley's pink Kindle. A mad certainty had arisen in his mind: a
hand - or perhaps a claw - would swim up from the grayness of Kindle's screen, grab him by the throat and snatch him in. Imagine a world ten years in the past. Electronic books and e-readers are just starting to take the world by storm. Wesley Smith is a college English literature professor who, after a nasty breakup partly over his distaste for the new trend of
reading on a device, has decided to bite the bullet and buy his first ever Kindle from Amazon. It arrives earlier than it should, sans instructions and sporting an odd pink color instead of the white of all other Kindles. Also unusual is the fact that, under experimental sections, a handful of subsections are called Urs. yours is obviously representative of alternative
realities where the authors lived longer or died younger, attached themselves to different genres or written more and larger works than are present in our reality. If this doesn't sound like an incredible and awe-inspiring addition to the Kindle store, you and I look at the world very differently. He was dreaming, too. No pictures; just words. Titles! Endless lines of
titles, many of them of undiscovered masterpieces. As many titles as there were stars in the sky. Unfortunately, there is more information about these other worlds available, and Wesley (along with a student and a fellow professor) plumbs the depth of how these other worlds differ ours, and what events led to those variations. This information is enough to
break even the strongest senses. But what really puts Wesley on a collision course with destruction is his discovery of information that will affect his own world, and the decisions he makes with that information may come back to bite him. Most people are optimists, although they can claim that they are not. People who call themselves realists are often the
greatest optimists of all. One of the funniest aspects of this little story, besides the amazing pink Kindle, is how it relates to other works from King. There is a strong nod to 11/22/63, but the deepest link is with The Dark Tower. I've only read The Gunslinger, but this story rekindled (see what I did there?) my interest in the series. I am now insanely curious and
will hopefully come back to the Tower in the near future. The tower trembles; worlds shudder in their courses. The rose feels a chill, starting with winter. Surprise of surprises, I actually loved the end of this little story. While there are elements of the concept that were undeniably daunting, there was a level of good luck climax that left me feeling content. I really
wish I could find this magical Kindle. I think I could stay away from looking into the events of the other reality if I could just read new works from favorite authors. Isn't that a literary daydream held by countless bookworms? Because sometimes long shots came in. Both for good and for evil. One final note: I love that this was not available in a physical form for
the first nearly six years of his life. FIRST published as an e-book in 2009, UR did not make its first physical debut until its publication as part of King's 2015 short story collection, The Bazaar of Bad Dreams. Isn't that poetic? ... more Comments Share Cover after the original Anten release your is a novella released originally for the Amazon Kindle, and made
available for download on 12 February 2009. The story concerns English instructor Wesley Smith, who is haunted after a nasty breakup of his ex-girlfriend's parting shot: Why can't you just read the computer like the rest of us? At the behest of her question and piqued by a student's proposal, Wesley places an order for Amazon's Kindle eReader. The pink
one? – the device that arrives in a box stamped with the smiling logo – via one-day delivery that he hadn't craving – unlocks a literary world that even the most eager of book lovers could never imagine. But when the door is open, there are those things that one hopes we'll never read or live through. Publishing yours, King said: The delivery mechanism to my
mind is secondary to me as a writer. [...] But I did this once before with a called Riding the Bullet and I've never had so many guys in suits come up to me and ask me questions. But they didn't want to know if it they didn't want to know about the process, they wanted to know about the delivery system, but for me that is secondary. [...] I think people will be more
interested in the business aspect of [yours] than they will in history. I would never have agreed to it if I didn't think it was a pretty good story. King's agent, Ralph Vicinanza, stated that downloads of the short story on Amazon.com have reached five figures in about three weeks, while denying that the short story is an infomercial for Kindle. King's publisher,
Scribner, will physically publish the short story at a later date. Plot Wesley Smith, an English teacher at a college in Kentucky, wants to attend New School and buy a Kindle. Due to a minor mistake in his credit card number, he is sent a pink Kindle (although at the time, Kindles was always white). Slowly he realizes that this edition was meant for another
Wesley Smith in a parallel universe. Smith's Kindle has a remarkable function called UR that can search multiple universes for data. Smith finds four new books by Ernest Hemingway, books he wrote in an alternate dimension where he lived for three more years. Wesley also discovers yet another feature related to newspapers published in an alternate
universe. Smith tells a friend and a student about Kindle. The three try to connect to a newspaper from an alternate reality but find to their horror that no papers are published that day. They learn that in this alternate reality, the world ended when the Cuban missile crisis escalated into a nuclear war. Using the UR feature on his Kindle, Smith also discovers that
a busload of students will be killed by a drunk driver in less than three days. He seeks help to track down the drunk driver and keep her from killing the students. He is successful, although he realizes no one but his two friends will know. However, he is wrong. When he returns from his success, he finds that low men in yellow coats are waiting for him, ready to
punish him for using the forbidden function of kindle. He claims that maybe this change was supposed to happen – how else could he have gotten kindle otherwise? His arguments don't completely sway the low men, but they feel it best to simply keep it from happening again by confiscating the Kindle, leaving Wesley alone to contemplate the enormity of a
world he thought he understood. Audiobook An audiobook version of the story was released on CD, narrated by Holter Graham, on February 16, 2010. Title yours was also the name of an ancient Mesopotamian city. References Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. UR, Exclusive on Amazon's Kindle – Now available since
his first novel was published in 1974, Stephen King has pushed the boundaries of the narrator as an author who constantly redefines his readers' experience by working in genres genres Format. Whether in an epic horror novel, such as THE STAND, a graphic novel like THE GREEN MILE, or a short story like SHAWSHANK REDEMPTION, King can deliver a
reading experience that no one else can. As quickly as a spider spins his web, King reminds us why he is the master of the short story – a format that so far that is, one might have thought is quickly disappearing. In his new short story, UR, King is at his worrying best as he explores the future of the written word – for better or for better or for better. After a
nasty breakup, lovelorn college English instructor Wesley Smith doesn't seem to be able to get his ex-girlfriend parting shot out of his head: Why can't you just read the computer like the rest of us? Egged on by her question and piqued by a student's proposal, Wesley places an order on Amazon.com's Kindle eReader. The [pink?] device that arrives in a box
stamped with the smiling logo – via a day delivery that he hadn't requested – unlocks a literary world that even the most eager book lovers could never imagine. But when the door is open, there are those things that one hopes we'll never read or live through. Solid, poignant and cleverly written by a craftsman at the top of his game, this is king at his sharp,
clear, page-splitting best. Excerpt from Amazon press release: Author Stephen King announced today that he is releasing a short story, yours, which will only be available on Kindle. At the heart of yours is lovelorn college English instructor Wesley Smith, who can't seem to get his ex-girlfriend's parting shot out of his head: Why can't you just read the computer
like the rest of us? Egged on by her question and piqued by a student's suggestion, Wesley places an order for a Kindle. Smith's Kindle arrives in a box stamped with a smiling logo and unlocks a literary world that even the most eager book lovers could never imagine. But when the door is open, there are those things that one hopes we'll never read or live
through. yours is available for pre-order beginning today and will be released later this month. For Kindle customers who pre-order, King's new short story will be automatically downloaded when it becomes available. Read the full press release here
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